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A  - 1/4” CARRIAGE BOLTS (2)

B  - 1/4” FLAT WASHERS (2)

C  - 1/4” LOCK WASHERS (2)

D  - 1/4” HEX NUT (2)

E  - HOLE MARKING TEMPLATE

F  - 5/16” DRILL BIT (AVAIL. FOR PURCHASE)

G  - 3/4” SPADE BIT (AVAIL. FOR PURCHASE)

H  - 7/16” (11MM) SOCKET OR NUT DRIVER

I    - MASKING TAPE

J   - SCRAP WOOD BLOCK

K  - CENTER PUNCH OR NAIL

MATERIALS/HARDWARE SUPPLIED:

REQUIRED TOOLS/MATERIALS:

OPTIONAL TOOLS/MATERIALS:

1.  Determine Locking Bar Locations

2.  Apply Template

3.  Mark Hole Locations

4.  Prepare Spade Bit

Mark holes for all bike slots. (See BYO Quick
Start Guide, if needed.) On the FRONT base,
measure between the first two bike slots and
mark a center point. Repeat to determine the
centers of any remaining Locking Bars.
Remember: Each Locking Bar serves TWO
bikes and should be placed TWO bike slots
apart, not every other slot.

The Locking Bar is placed on the front wood base centered between two Peak Racks
BYO Slots. Each bar serves two bikes and will work with both straight and angled racks.

On the BOTTOM of the FRONT base, measure
and transfer your center point for each Locking
Bar location. Place the Hole Marking Template
(E) centered over the mark. Align one edge of
the paper with the edge of the base. Tape in
place and verify the position is visually correct.

Use a Center Punch or Nail (K) at the (+) to
mark the hole locations on the wood. Remove
the template and repeat steps 2 and 3 for
additional Locking Bars as needed.

On the 3/4 Inch Spade Bit (G), draw a depth-of-
cut line with a marker or tape about 3/4 inch
from the cutting edge. This will help control
the depth of the hole.

QUESTIONS? CALL 805-235-8812GET DESIGN IDEAS AT  PEAKRACKS.COM/BUILD-MY-BYO

5.  Drill ¾ Inch Diameter Holes
Using the 3/4 Inch Spade Bit, drill a 5/8-to-3/4
inch deep hole at both hole locations. This is
where the washers and hex nut hold the carriage
bolts. Repeat for each Locking Bar location.

LOCKING BAR
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Need more help? Snap this QR Code
to watch instructional videos or visit:
https://peakracks.com/build-my-byo



GET DESIGN IDEAS AT  PEAKRACKS.COM/BUILD-MY-BYO

Place the 5/16 Inch Drill Bit (F) into the drill. In the center of the 3/4 inch
hole, drill a 5/16 inch hole all the way through your wood base. Repeat for
each hole.

On the TOP side of the board, place strips of Masking Tape (I) directly over
where the 3/4 inch holes are on the other side. This reduces surface
splintering. Flip the board back over and place it on top of a Scrap Block of
Wood (J). This will catch the bit when you drill through.

BUILD YOUR OWN BIKE RACK

LOCKING BAR ACCESSORY
PEAK RACKS BYO

QUESTIONS? CALL 805-235-8812

7. Drill 5/16 Inch Diameter Holes

6.  Prepare Wood to be Drilled

8. Thread the Carriage Bolts

9. Lock the Bolts in Place

From the underside of the wood base, add the Flat Washer (B) and
then the Lock Washer (C) to the end of each Carriage Bolt (A). Place the
Hex Nut (D) in a 7/16 Inch (11 mm) Socket or Hex Nut Driver (F) and use
it to start the nut. For each Locking Bar, get both Hex Nuts threaded
before tightening.

Turn the front wood base on its side to access both the top and the
bottom of the board. Remove the masking tape from Step 6. Place the
Carriage Bolt (A) through the top side of the Locking Bar flange and
insert the bolt into the hole on the top side of the wood base. Repeat
for the second hole.


